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ACUERDO

Cafestore joins the Havisa healthy habits plan.

Sacyr food and beverage subsidiary Cafestore joins the Plan to Promote Healthy Lifestyle Habits in Spain (HAVISA Plan
for its acronym in Spanish) to combat rising obesity.

“

The Sacyr subsidiary
serves over 4 million
customers every year,
employing more than
450 people.

Sacyr food and beverage subsidiary Cafestore joins the Plan to Promote Healthy Lifestyle Habits in Spain (HAVISA Plan
for its acronym in Spanish) to combat rising obesity. Cafestore also signed an agreement promoted by the Ministry of
Health, Social Services and Equality, through the Spanish Agency for Consumption, Food Safety and Nutrition, together
with the Business Association of Modern Restaurant Chains (FEHRCAREM), of which Cafestore is member, and the
Alimentum Foundation.

The agreement covers participation in the HAVISA Plan during 2015 and 2016, specifically to promote and raise
awareness of initiatives geared to promoting a varied, balanced and moderate diet and regular physical activity. The
Health Minister praised the commitment of these sectors and their involvement and collaboration with the public health
system to reach this goal. www.habitosdevidasaludables.com

Cafestore, together with its partners in FEHRCAREM, is committed to transmitting messages and campaigns that
encourage healthy lifestyles. Cafestore has a firm commitment to social corporate responsibility, working in the service
of a modern society in which people tend to eat more meals out. The company operates in a young and dynamic sector
with strong projected growth and is committed to quality, hygiene, food safety and respect for the environment.
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